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Off-campus housing gives greater priority to seniors
MIKE SCHEULER
Campus Editor
Although off-campus housing
has traditionally given approvalpriority only to married students,
student teachers and those with
the highest group average of
accrued credit hours, a change
has been made to that list. This
year, groups with all seniors will
have more pull.
Denise Bakerink, director of
housing, said that students who
seek residence in the newly fur
nished Fairlane will also be
given priority, since it is the first
off-campus housing to be filled.
And eager to express to stu
dents the high degree of "objec
tivity" used in the off-campus
housing selection
process,
Bakerink held a series of manda
tory meetings Monday and
Tuesday for all those interested
in moving out of the dorms.
According to Bakerink, the
number of students who are
approved to live off campus is
determined by the projected
enrollment for the following
year. Currently, housing is
responsible for finding room for
over 1,900 students, with only
1,440 beds available in the
dorms. And that means that
many students will be finding
their way into apartments and
houses off campus.
Bakerink warned first-time
off-campus applicants that they
should be cautious since a 20
percent financial aid package

reduction is virtually guarenteed.
"We've found that the cost of liv
ing off campus is considerably
cheaper for students. And so, that
accounts for the loss of financial

aid," she said.
Bakerink also cautioned stu
dents about signing leases before
they get official university per
mission to live off campus.
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Denise Bakerink speaks to students about off-campus housing
procedures. Monday night's meeting was standing-room-only
and was mandatory for all those who wished to be approved for
off-campus housing.

Another important considera
tion for those who are approved
to live off campus is securing
housing. Bakerink said that offcampus approval means that stu
dents are free to attempt to find
housing; it does not mean they
are guaranteed a spot.
While the promise of off-cam
pus housing brings to mind a
freedom from many of the
restrictions of dorm life,
Bakerink reminds students that
"there are mixed-company hours
in apartments too," and that "off
campus people aren't just stu
dents, they're neighbors."
During this week's meetings,
Bakerink encouraged Taylor's
potential off-campus population
to think of the people next door
who might have a baby, or the
people who need to get up and go
to work early in the morning.
"Loud music, large parties and
unkempt property don't give the
community a good impression of
what Taylor is all about,"
Bakerink said.
Those eligible to live in offcampus housing must be either a
junior or senior and in good citi
zenship standing—any students
currently on probation cannot
apply to live off-campus for next
year. Students who wish to be
approved for off-campus housing
must fill out an application and
turn it in to the housing depart
ment no later than March 17th.
Almost all of Upland's off ca-
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C.S. Lewis & Friends Society
to meet on Taylor's campus
places
such
as
Goshen,
Indianapolis, Fort Wayne and
Toledo, Ohio. Several TU Fort
A quickly-growing literary socie Wayne students have been in atten
ty studying the works of "C.S. dance.
Authors studied in the society
Lewis and Friends" will hold its
other
than Lewis are typically
third meeting on Taylor's campus
George
MacDonald, Dorothy L.
today. Taylor students are invited
Sayers,
Charles
Williams, J.R.R.
and encouraged to attend.
Tolkien,
G.K.
Chesterton
and
The C.S. Lewis & Friends
Madeleine
L'Engle.
Society was formed in response to
The steering committee consists of
a collection of works by Lewis and
Kelsie
Rodman, a homemaker in
other authors that was donated to
Upland,
Jason Burnett, a Taylor Fort
Taylor.
Wayne
student,
Dan Hamilton, an
Thirteen people attended the first
society meeting, but 28 were at the author from Indianapolis, and David
second. Members have come from

KENDRA LIGHTFOOT
Associate Editor
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The C.S. Lewis collection in the Taylor archives includes pictures,
papers and books from Lewis' life. Taylor students have access
to the collection.

Speaker to focus on Christ-centered relationships
JESSICA BARNES
Editor
This
year's
Relational
Enrichment Week will have
more to it than guy meets girl
discussions. The focus is,
instead, on all human relation
ships and how Christ is incorpo
rated into them. The week's
theme is entitled "Relationships.
What's More Important?"
Tackling the relationship
issues will be Mark Cerbone, a
public speaker who began his
career by substituting for both
Ron Sider and Tony Campolo,
who are both writers and speak
ers. Cerbone also writes, and his
most recent publication was an
examination of the "Religious
Right" for Sojourners maga
zine.
Additionally, Cerbone is the
coordinator of the Younger
Leaders Project, which is
described as "a low-key effort to
identify, equip and mentor
young men and women with
strong Christian commitments,
leadership gifts and global
vision." Cerbone is married, has
two daughters and lives and
works in Western New York.
Cerbone will start off the week
with Monday's chapel as an
introduction to the week's
focus. Monday night's, sermon
is entitled '"I Am' to 'Abba
Father.'" Tuesday night's dis
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pus spaces have already
been filled for next year,
according to Bakerink. She
added that students who
have not been notified of
their approval for off cam
pus housing by July 15th,
including those on waiting
lists, will most likely be liv
ing on campus next year.
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Neuhouser, math professor
at Taylor Upland.
This committee, which
plans the meetings, intends
to have a society meeting
every other month, exclud
ing summer, according to
Neuhouser. He added that

cussion will focus on "Brothers
and Sisters." As Jennifer Miller,
a coordinator for the week,
explained, "it's about being
effective brothers and sisters in
Christ."
Wednesday's chapel service is
named "Choices for Our
Lifetime." And Miller explained
that this service will focus on
how students in a Christian col
lege
can
"keep them
selves inten
tional
after
graduation.
It'll be about
how we move
into the real
world
with
our friends here at Taylor, like
in finding a church or how we
deal with being outside of a
Christian community." During
the evening service, "Men and
Women" will be the topic.
Then on Thursday night,
males and females will meet
separately to worship, share and
challenge each other, Miller
said. Friday's chapel will be stu
dent-lead. Miller said that the
final chapel service will be sim
ilar to a prayer and praise
chapel, in that it will be "a more
creative way of worshipping."
Campus Pastor Chuck Gifford
and Student Body President Rob
Geiger are expected to speak.
Also, throughout the week,

there are no membership
dues for joining.
Today's meeting will begin
with a book swap from 6:15
- 7:30 p.m. in the galleria.
Society members will bring
books that they are willing
to swap. Neuhouser said, "If
students have books, they
can bring them, too."
At 7:30 p.m., the society
will have a short business
meeting to chose a steering
committee for next year,
which will be followed by a
sharing time. Neuhouser
said that this will be a time
to tell about "favorite ideas,
quotations or incidents that
are humorous, interesting or
meaningful."
The next meeting will

sun.
- SAC "Blood and Fire"

four acts of a dramatic perform
ance called "Healing" will be
presented. Written, cast, direct
ed and including one perform
ance by senior Cliff Johnson,
"Healing" takes place in a hos
pital in the middle of the night
where physical and emotional
recovery take place. Johnson
described it as "a different kind
of drama." He said, "It will be
for people who enjoy solid
drama with a Christian worldview, like we did with "the
bridge" last year. It's written
from a dramatic perspective
instead of a thematic one. It's
not your typical Christian
drama."
Regarding the week as a
whole, Miller said, "I think it's
going to be really challenging.
Mark will be very blunt in what
he has to say. He said he isn't
going to, as he described it,
'throw marshmallows.' He'll
give us some real stuff and
maybe some things we don't
want to hear."
She added, "We need to be
real in our relationships. We
need to support people when
they're struggling, and we need
to be able to admit our struggles
so that people will know we
need help. . . And centralizing
our focus on Christ in our rela
tionships with friends, family
members, people of different
cultures
and

occur on May l from 2-5
p.m. at Taylor Fort Wayne.
The meeting will consist of
a movie for children,
Voyage of the Dawn
Treader, a lecture on Till We
Have Faces and a discus
sion on Voyage of the Dawn
Treader. Dinner will be
offered afterward.
For more information
about the society, its webpage can be found by visit
ing Taylor's internal home
page, clicking on "campus
information," then choosing
"C.S. Lewis/ Edwin W.
Brown book collection."
From this page, click on
"the C.S. Lewis & Friends
Society."

mon.
7 p.m. - Relational
Enrichment Week
RA

Community invited to open house
Mississinewa
basketball
player
Braden
Bushman
gets a tattoo
from RJ
Walther dur
ing the first
Bergwall
open house.
Mississinewa
students and
the mayor of
Gas City
were invited
in celebration
of the
upcoming
sectional
tournament.
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•

Enjoy bowling on automatic scoring
AMF ACCU-SCORE, AND HPl 9000 lanes by AMF

i

$1 a game

I
• 662-7673

Theological Seminary
Academic

Excellence

Community

Extensions in
Cleveland,
Detroit and
\ Columbus .

Offering M.A.%
M.Dir., and
DJfiti. Degrees

Strtptnre
e-mail: atj»#ashlani!,edu

tues.
7 p.m. - Relational
Enrichment Week
RA

Phone: 419-289-5161 . Fax: 419-289-5969
http: //www.asli land.edu/seniinary.html

thurs.
7 p.m.- Relational
Enrichment Week
RA

i

all year with TU-ID
J
2114 West 2nd, Marion I

910 Center Street, Ashland, Ohio 44805

Spiritual
Formation

•

10 a.m. - Faculty Meeting
Isely Room
7 p.m. - Relational
Enrichment Week
RA

fri.
7 p.m. - Relational
Enrichment Week
RA
7:30 p.m. - Patricia
Robertson Faculty Voice
Recital
RH
8:15 p.m. - SAC
Coffeehouse: "You Call That
Art?" SU
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The man beneath the hat: "Chef Frank
LaTonya Taylor
Staff Writer

The chef takes his coffee with a
handful of M&Ms every morn
ing.
Heinzen has been teasing her
office mate about his desk,
more than half of which is cov
ered with M&Ms of varying
sizes, a Pillsbury doughboy, a
G o r d o n
Food

He's a man who is always
moving. Known simply as
"Frank" or "Chef Frank" to the
Taylor students and employees
who work behind the DC line,
Executive Chef Frank Lee
seems to be working on two or
three things at a time. Now he
is talking to the service manag
er behind the Isely Room, then
to a student, then agreeing to
be interviewed. "No
pictures,
though,
right?"
Lee orders all of
the food that is
served at the dining
commons, adjusting
the menus the school
receives from Creative
Dining Services to
accommodate Taylor's
needs. He also supervises
the cooks and other DC
employees
and
prepares
Services mascot and
Taylor's special banquets.
the M&Ms canister where he
"He's nuts," employee
keeps his coffee stash. A pic
Deanna Lamb says of her
ture of his three-year-old
supervisor. "He is a lot of fun.
daughter, Elizabeth, is next to a
He makes work interesting."
purple Winnie-the-Pooh desk
Barb Benedict, who scans stu
calendar. A list of foodstuffs
dent ID's at the top of the
divides the desk, and the com
stairs, credits the chef, (who
puter Lee and Heinzen share
wears a white jacket and dark
("it's his enemy, not his
pants under a navy-and-tan
friend") sits next to a filing
Taylor
University
Food
cabinet covered with magnets
Services cap), with starting a
comic strips.
clog-wearin
Heinzen has cho
among
trend
dining
com through the ice and sen the shelf sys
tem she thinks
mons workers.
sugar sculptures
her office mate
"Nobody wore
them until he
he makes for spe- should invest in
from a catalog on
started."
her desk.
Student
Lee decided to
Groff
shares
come
to
Taylor
after
working in
Lee's intense pride in his edu
clubs
and
classical
country
cation. Lee received his train
hotels.
Even
with
a
two-hour
ing from the Culinary Institute
round-trip commute from
of America in Hyde Park, NY
Indianapolis
and ten hour days,
and Northwood University in
he
says,
he
is able to spend
Midland, MI. He has led train
more
time
with his wife,
ing sessions and prepared spe
daughter
and
his
other children,
cial banquets throughout the
ones
that
crawl
on four
"the
United States, South Africa and
legs."
The
culinary
industry
is
Lee
says,
"I
did
one
Canada.
especially demanding in the
for President Clinton before he
time commitment it requires.
got in trouble."
Will he return to the hotels and
The classically-trained chef
country clubs where he began
with a reputation for perfec
his career? "Not according to
tionism has a serious love for
my wife," he says smiling.
junk food. Sherri Heinzen, who
One of the ways he relaxes
shares Frank's office on the
and enjoys an artistic outlet is
side of. the kitchen, describes
through the ice and sugar
him as "a kid at heart." She
sculptures he makes for special
reaches over to his desk, where
occasions. Lee also teaches
she tips a large Pillsbury mug
sculpting
classes
in
to the side, revealing a richIndianapolis and plans to teach
looking coffee with a sludge of
in Michigan and Tennessee
brown pellets at the bottom.

over spring break.
Stories about Chef Frank's
ice sculptures bring a smile to
Connie Magers' face. The DC
service manager has known
this mustached man, whose
blue eyes dart quickly around
the dining commons as he
answers questions rapid-fire
style, for the three years and 12
days he has worked here. She
has rescued Lee's sculptures
after an unfortunate glitch or
two has threatened to damage
the art. Magers has repaired
sculptures with snow and ice
and once had to intervene
when one of Lee's creations
froze to the floor of the freez
er shortly before a banquet.
She has a great deal of
respect for her co-worker's
commitment to his work and
his humility. "He's very partic
ular. One thing about Frank—he
doesn't try to take credit for

anything."
He is probably among the
people at Taylor who has the
most day-to-day impact on
how students live. But he
insists on staying in the back.
Few students see Chef Frank

in the front of the DC lines.
And he likes it that way.
As he fills a glass with water
on his way back into the
kitchen, he turns and smiles.
"Oh. Thanks for no pictures."

YOUTH '

pporiunity
XENTTER, INC*

Customize your Career!
The youth opportunity Center is seeking
a grant writer. Position is part-or-full
time with flexible hours. Starting salary
commensurate with education and expe
rience. Many bonus opportunities.
Responsibilities include researching
funding sources, matching grant oppor
tunities with agency needs and securing
funds for local continuum within juve
nile services. Applicants must have a

bachelor's degree in journalism, market
ing, English or psychology, with excel
lent oral and written communication
skills, and ability to work independently
within established guidelines.
— Applications available —
Office of Human Resources,

Youth Opportunity Center,
3700 W. Kilgore Avenue, Muncie, IN
Open 8 a.m. -5 p.m., Monday - Friday.

Posting: March 4- 19, 1999.

rm

A little extra college credit.
A STAR Financial Bank Visa* or MasterCard* is a
smart way to begin establishing your credit before graduation.
And with a I % rebate on every purchase* using
the STAR Financial Bank Visa* and MasterCard* costs less
than cash! Call or visit your nearest branch andapp!ya Joday.

k
17* M. MAIN 1TRHT
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Visit our newest STAR 24* ATM located in Hudson Dining Commons
Vufc*Kt
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Bringing home the bacon
ongue

as much, and I don't have the title,"
Holdiman joked. Her passion is to
reach the affluent youth of the area.
"My desire is that, by the time they
graduate, they have a positive rela

For
Cheek
Suzanne Chamberlin

It comes to you slowly, this gradual
acceptance of reality. It steals into
your room at night, scarfs down
baked scrod with you in the DC and
asks how you can graduate without
knowing what you're going to do
with your life. At some point, the
words "McDonald's always needs a
fryer" began filling
you with an
almost giddy sense of relief. And if
you're wondering when all of this
happened, check your wallet.
Chances are the onset of "postparental cash flow" has probably set
in. Knock, knock. Yep, reality's here.
While millions of other college
grads interview for a corner office
(windows optional), this potential
grad has come to realize that prison
inmates probably have a better shot
at getting a job with their GED than
she does. (You other functionallycrippled majors understand). Still,
some of you seniors do have jobs,
and hats off to you. (No, really, hats
off—the rest of us could use them
selling spatulas door to door).
Although there have been increased
reports of frothing at the mouth for
Computer Science's "100% job
placement," every senior must be
wondering when life became so
complex.
A handful of the class of '99 aren't
worrying about the proverbial "din
ner on the table" question. One of
those seniors, Rylan Kahly, is pack
ing up his recreational leadership
degree and heading for Colorado.
Among other things at the Covenant
Heights camp, Rylan's position as
program director includes facets
such as outdoor education and pro
gram responsibilities. He hopes to
stay three years or so. When asked if
he considered any other offers or
pursued different avenues, he
responded, "Once it worked out, 1
didn't really seek anything else."
Those words, "once it worked out,"
were solid gold. It's nice to know
somebody's saying it.

While researching, several people
suggested talking to Rob Geiger. If
anything, the student body president
(and a Business major at that) may
not be able to.get us two-ply TP, but
at least he'd be job-worthy. And not
that Rob isn't, but just like the rest of
us, he's still sending out resumes.
'There are lots of possibilities, hos
pital administration, teaching high
school...and, if you know me, farm
ing has always been a big goal"
(Fortunately, most family farms
don't require cover letters and tran
scripts).
Education majors are still in the
application process, proving that the
hike in stamp prices did indeed come
at an opportune time. Julie
Holdiman, Christian education
major, sped up the process by recent
ly landing a job in Sugar Creek,
Texas. (Note to self: if you're gonna
go ed., go Christian). Articulate as
ever, Julie said, "Dude, I'm totally
excited about it." She was hired as an
intern, anticipating a full-time posi
tion there by January of 2000.
Working as a "student ministries
woman's coordinator" she describes
her job as the female counterpart to a
male youth pastor. "But I'm not paid

tionship with God."
And then there's Marcus Malcolm.
Business major. Self-described com
puter nerd. "I am employed," he
says, rubbing it in. Cornerstone
Solutions, a growing consulting firm
in Ft. Wayne, hired Marcus to begin
work in August. Over the last two
years, the firm has grown from 3
people to 25. "Initially, I was going
into finance, but if I like it, I'll stick
with it." He plans on rooming with
fellow Taylor grads. What's he doing
until August? "I'm choosing to take
the summer off." Join the club. Well,
except for the whole "choosing"
part.
Representing our coveted job
placement stat is Amy Yoder, comp.sci major. After interviewing for a
couple months solid, she had four
offers. The one she chose moves her
to New Hampshire to work for
Burlington Coat Factory. When
asked what she'll actually do, she
took a few minutes to make sure it
was understandable. "I'll be in the
OLTP
group.
That's
Online
Transaction Processing." After the
phone went quiet, she continued,
"Well, it's programming, basically."
She chose Burlington because of the
people. She liked the job, the office,
the location—pretty much the whole
sheh-bang. "It's nice to have a job
and know where I'm going.

JOB FAIR
MARCH 17.1999
4:00 - 7:00 PJM.

Nondenominational Christian Camj
located in SW Ohio
seeks to employ college students for
summer youth programs.
Salary plus room and board.

Contact David Maynard at
1259 Swann Beatty Rd.,
Camden, Ohio 45311
(937) 452-3347
or dcmavnrd@infinet.com

Otherwise I'd be stressed." And
meanwhile, three offers are still
available, eh?
After talking to several students
without jobs, a Chicago native
turned stewardess, an aspiring soci
ology homemaker, and Ryan Schulz,
"I wish I were a business major—oh

wait, I was," the moral is. . .we all
find our niche.
On behalf of the seniors who think
six bucks an hour is more and more
appealing, take heart. We can't all be
computer science. Look at Y2K. And
for those of you packed and ready to
go, cheers. Make us proud.

, ortoiicient prophet who toed ut Israel approximateV6 years ago. "In some regard, he was the forerunner of
! modern day consultant and identified 3 things repaired of
Wf man, which translate to da what is right, to go tieyand what
IPexpected and repaired and to art as stewards to promote eth
ers'success, not our own" These,according to the President, Paul
Kenncmen, ere not just idealistic statements, but the values that
wiH distinguish MIC AH Technology Services from its competitors.

Internship?

YOUTH OPPORTUNITY CENTER
3700 KIL60RE AVFENUE
MUNCIE, IN
765-741-4946

Camp Cqun$|lors Needed

Pleasant Vineyard

ERIC DAVIS/1he Echo

Senior Monica Smith, a career planning assistant, searches the internet
for jobs. Career development helps students for the summer and beyond.

NICAH Technology Services, foe., a division of ACS. is focused
on providing value-added, high-end business solutions to 3
diverse industry base. We are dedicated to defining solutions
rather than systems.We have dw following excefient internship
opportunities in our Dalias, Chicago, New York and
London offices for individuals with the following qualifications'
• Business Adtwnsu uooo or Finance majors with a minor in Computer Science
• Computer Science majors with a minor in Business or Finance
• Minimum of 3.S GPA
• Knowledge of Information Systems

Summer Jobs Available
for
Child Care Specialist
Applicant must b« 21 y»ar of
with a minxxBua of H.S.

diploma.

Applications will be available at Job Fair.
Bring a resume.
Pre-Interviews will be scheduled during
the Job Fair.

• Strong written/verbal communication and interpersonal skiffs, in addi
tion to analytical (both numeric and literary) capabilities
• Ability to identify, analyze and document, real business issues, as well as
manage personal bine effectively
«A willingness to travel
• Flexibility and openness to change in responsibilities,'assignments
MICAH Technology Services. Inc. has experience and knowledge to offer
candidates in the areas of informationrlechnefogy performance and value,
business and technical integration services, as well as industry solutions.
To be a part of a team and experience real life con
sulting on the cutting edge while also continuing
your education, please submit your resume to:

MICAH Technology Services, Inc., Attn:
Shannon MeClure, 2828 N. Haskell, Building
S, Dallas, Texas 7S204; fax: 214-887-0860;
email: shannon mcclure@acs-inc.com. EOF.
AA. M;F,V.'D
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'the reel enchilada
by vinnie manganello

In my last review I commented
that Hollywood movjes were get
ting too repetitive and predictable,
and suggested they should take
some lessons in originality from
smaller, more ambitious movies.
Well, with the offbeat new movie
Rushmore, it appears that they
have taken my advice. (This
would assume the following (1)
The Echo is distributed in
Hollywood (2) Millionaire movie
producers care deeply about the
criticisms of some punk kid from
Indiana. And (3) they were able to
write, cast, rehearse, film, market
and distribute this movie in
approximately one week. Ibelieve
these assumptions to be logical.)
At any rate, we end up with fresh
unconventional comedy that does
n't make a great deal of sense, but
is a step in the right direction.
The plot follows Max Fischer, a
15-year-old go-getter who attends
the highly snooty Rushmore
Academy. Max doesn't have a lot
going for him. He's poor, he gets
worse
grades
than I do
(barely),and he's a wee bit nerdy;
but he never let any of that get in
his way of taking over the world.
Max is one of those kids who is

involved in everything. He's the
founder and president of every
thing from the bee-keepers society
to the go-cart club to his own
drama team and, seemingly, every
thing else possible. The only thing
this kid has not yet conquered is
the female race, at which he makes
a valiant effort after falling for the
30-something
kindergarten
teacher, Ms. Cross. This tums out
to be one extracurricular activity
of which Max is not president.
Things get worse when one of
M a x ' s
b e s t
friends,
the multimillionaire steel
tycoon,
R u s h m o r e Mr. Blume,
has
an
affair with Ms. Cross. Mr. Blume
is played perfectly by the eclectic
Bill Murray, who really makes this
movie worth while. A war of
pranks ensues between the two
feuding love struck guys, and we
get the rare treat of watching
Murray, with a completely "busi
ness as usual" facial expression,
drive over Max's Schwin with his
$300,000 Bentley.
We come to find out that Mr.
Blume is really just like Max; they
are both spiteful losers with
women troubles, but because of

their peculiarly endearing person
alities, and the precision with
which they are acted, you really
find yourself liking these charac
ters. In fact it seems like the plot
is just used as an excuse to intro
duce us to Max and Mr. Blume.
And once we stop getting to know
the people, and the movie has to
go about the business of telling a
story, the film really loses steam
and gets a little long and boring.
The characters seem almost out of
place compared to the dull story
line. It's kind of like having a set
of really sweet rims on a beat up,
white 1986 Honda Civic; no mat
ter how much you dress it up, it's
still just a pregnant roller-skate.
I think that people could go
either way on this movie, I've
heard some people say that they
loved it, while the person I went
with said it was the worst movie
she had ever seen; and four of the
nine people in the theater staged a
walk out. (I have never seen a
movie lose that large a percentage
of the audience.) I personally
don't feel nearly that extreme
about it. I found the originality
encouraging,
the
characters
endearing, a few good chuckles.
Therefore, I award Ruslunore a
Calzone, with the warning that to
really enjoy this movie your sense
of humor needs to be more than
slightly abnormal.

A show not to be missed
Stop reading this right now. Get
up and go over to the lower level of
the Rediger Auditorium. There you
will find a sharp senior art show in pottery and stoneware!
I had to tear myself away from it
to write this review. And you know,
after I'm done, I'm going back to
take another look.
Senior Sarah Nienhuis has select
ed works from '96 to '99 for her art
show, Perceptions. And her works
from this year are definitely the
most captivating.
AsIwalked down the steps,I was
struck by "Two Halves." Talk about
texture, oh, it's wonderful. Look at
it closely. Notice the gouges,
scrapes, imprints and strokes. Its
color is flat, and sticky to the eye. It
keeps you looking for more.
Besides a potential symbolic
viewing of the "Two halves,"
weathered vessels created to be part
of a whole, the naturalness, or honestness of "Two Halves," speaks.
On the right half, the side pulls
away from the comer, and the dark
ness comes through, balancing the
work and revealing its profound
ness.
Another piece, the one that will
probably draw you in first,
is
"Untitled n." The colors are fairly
vibrant: a blending of amber, pink,
mauve, white and grey. The shape
is striking too: flower/vase. The lip
of the sculpture is like a wild flower
taken from a secluded wood.

ERIC DAVtS/The Echo

Two Halves, stoneware, Sarah Nienhuis, 1999.
And take a peak deep inside, the
bits of green feed your eye. It
caught me off-guard. It reminded
me that there is an added depth in
art, people and, of course, God. A
depth that we should expect and
and search out. A depth to delight in
when we discover it.
Like the aurora borealis found on
a dark night sky, "Untitled I" is a
mixture of the melancholy and
spectacular. The dark blues are bal
anced with lighter ones that have a
graceful motion.
There is also a "scar" on "Untitled
I," which reminds me of the lasting
effects of severe pain. Yet it doesn't
make the work depressing, but
brings out the movement - the life
- elsewhere.
And like our world, there is an

opening for us to be filled with the
celestial.Ilike to think of this piece
as a symbol of our world. A little
flat and beat-up, but beautiful in
that it reflects the hand of our cre
ator.
Also take note of the texture and
colors of "Balloon" and "Cannon,"
both done in '98. "Columns" is a
nice balancing piece for the show as
a whole, with its straight, definite
lines.
In her artist's statement, Nienhuis
said, "I have enjoyed creating this
art for you to view."
In reply,I have enjoyed it thor
oughly.
So everyone who didn't listen to
me earlier, get curious and get your
"dupa" over there!
-Jeremie Solak
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Ani DiFranco: U P U P U P U P U P
If you are familiar enough with
Ani DiFranco to pronounce her
name correctly (that's Ahney De
Franko), you probably know some
of the basics. The 28-ycar-old
looks more like a punky urbanite
than a "folk-singer" (even though
that's what she calls herself). She
has hair that never quite left that
kool-aid dying party phase; she is
only five foot two, often wears
leather, rarely wears dresses and
moved by herself to New York
City at 18.
In 1990, DiFranco
borrowed 1,500 dol
lars and self-pro
duced her first
album. The then20-.year-old
painted her ear (a
advertise
free
ment) and took to
the road to play
anywhere
she
could—often relying
on seedy bars and col
lege coffeehouses. Slowly a
fan base was born and Ani gained
notoriety in underground and indie
circuits. Soon, record deals were
offered, but DiFranco held off,
finally deciding to maintain her
status as an independent artist.
Ani has remained on her own,
working through her Buffalo, NY
based label, Righteous Babe
Records. What began as a "cartrunk, kitchen-table" operation has
grown into a corporation of 17
people, of which she is CEO.
In a world where 6 mammoth
corporations control the produc
tion and distribution of 80 percent
of the country's music, DiFranco
has sold over 2 million albums, has
a mailing list of over 50,000,
appeared on the cover of Spin,
played on Lcttcrman, and is often
featured on those ever-present
music television stations. All inde
pendently, all before her thirtieth
birthday.
DiFranco
says,
"Independence doesn't always
equal obscurity and reaching peo
ple doesn't necessitate selling out."
In her case, it means success.
In keeping with the singer's one
album a year rule, DiFranco's lat
est release, Up Up Up Up Up Up
(yep, that's six up's) was released
in January. That marks twelve
albums, nearly as many as R.E.M.
has produced in its 20 year career.
Point one: she is prolific.
Point two: this CD grows on you,
like a good cardigan sweater. At
first, it is a little awkward, it seems
too new, but then, you wash it a
couple of times and bam!—the
thing is your favorite. "I wanted to
start making music in a more
organic way," DiFranco told an
interviewer. The whole album was
tracked live with a few overdubs,
using acoustic and electric guitar,
upright bass, drums, organ, banjo,
even the occasional space phone
and water cooler.

U p . . . opens slowly, with the
acoustic "Tis of Thee." DiFranco
explains, "The song addresses the
'war on drugs' as simply a war on
poor people .. . plus, as the chorus
reveals, ("My country 'tis of
thee/to take swings at each
other/on talk show T.V.") I'd just
gotten my first real taste of the
Jerry Springer show."
The next tracks pick up the pace,
with the note-worthiest of songs,
including "Virtue" and "Jukebox."
Music on "Virtue" comes
in under a moderate
jam, while Ani sings,
'Now I'm cruising
through a chromakey blue sky ...
and 1 know that
sometimes/all 1
can see/is how I
feel/like the whole
world/is on the
other side/of a dirty
windshield."
"Jukebox" is the most
musically intense song on the
album. If this song was a color, it
would be mustard-yellow. It is
alive, hard, choppy—reminiscent
of 1995's Not a Pretty Girl, or
1996's Dilate.
The final track, "Hat Shaped
Hat" was cut to 13 minutes from a
3-hour jam session. This one
begins with Ani calling out "I'm
not gonna be afraid/to let my talent
shine" (already a favorite way for
my friends to call out to each other
from the salad bar). "Hat Shaped
Hat" is good lun, with a sound
reminiscent of a folkicr George
Clinton.
I won't promise you that Up Up
Up Up Up Up will advance faith
with inspiring lyrics, but I can
guarantee that the lyrics will chal
lenge you. Up . . . deals with eco
nomically depressed towns, the
criminal justice system and renew
ing relationships with parents, to
name a few. This is not a radio
album—it is too smart for XI03,
and if catchy bands like Semisonic
or Third Eye Blind has half the
intelligence or integrity of Ani,
they might have some genuine
fans.
When you become an Ani
DiFranco fan, you stay one. When
you go to one show, you will go to
as many as you can find. She is a
Grateful Dead for the political, a
Phish for the socially concerned,
and a Bob Dylan for the punk-folk
crowd.
While you don't have to agree
with her politics, you have to
respect her for fighting against the
monotonous radio hook and the
socially indifferent. Ani DiFranco
is willing to fight, and she warms
you up to your own battles. Most
of all, her songs are witty and
provocative—even close to genius;
Up Up Up Up Up Up is no excep
tion.
Sara Weinraub
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The power of a smooch Letters to the Editor
My lips are
lonely. In
fact, they're
downright
neglected.
Since Meg
(my ex-girlfriend) and I
broke up last
September, I haven't kissed a
member of the opposite sex in
over five months.
And much to my own surprise,
I'm doing a lot better than I
thought I'd be. Not because a
weekly smooching session is
required for existence mind you,
but because everybody needs
some physical affection in their
lives. Please don't misunderstand
me, I'm not advocating anything
as controversial as the 60's con
cept of "free love," or anything of
the sort!
What I do want to emphasize
here is that touch is an important
and necessary way of conveying
feelings of friendship, love and so
on. And though many members
of Taylor's campus (who arc
lucky enough to have a signifi
cant other) do get to enjoy an
occasional "holy kiss," between
friends, the value of a warm hug
never diminishes. Let's not stray
too far from the issue at hand
however—this column is con
cerned with lip-action, and that's
what I'm going to talk about.
Even though I'm currently sin
gle, and relatively happy being
so, doesn't mean that I don't miss
kissing. As a matter of fact, I
think that everyone who's ever
had the privilege of a kiss knows
just how special they are (and
whether they admit it or not, they
miss getting one every now and
then). Throughout all of history
the kiss continues has been
revered as one of the most cele
brated, sacred, and intimate fonns
of touch, period.
I wonder why? Its seems that
one could almost make a science
out of exploring the mysteries of
a kiss - or an art at the very least.
American society in some
respects already has. Inside the
cover of any issue of Seventeen
or Cosmopolitan, a woman will
always find some attractive
model named "Bambi," or
"Candace," or someone of the
like, offering instruction as to the
finer points and techniques of the
"perfect kiss." And here's where I
get on my soapbox. The problem
with those types of articles is that
they teach women to focus on the
kiss itself, the physical act of
kissing, and not the deep emo
tional and spiritual connections

Patience is a virtue. The student boy of Taylor
University, who profess Christ and in doing so must strive
to be virtuous, seem not to heed this saying.
We work in the dish room of the Dining Commons, an
inglorious job, but one that must be done and that pays for us to stay
here. This job involves emptying the used trays full of food and then
putting the dirty dishes in the dishwashers. It usually runs pretty smooth
throughout the night, but sometimes during the "rush" as we call it,
some Taylor students start to "stack" their trays on top of other ones
instead of waiting their turns in line. This makes an already hectic job
worse. It benefits no one to stack trays except the person stacking the

share with your boyfriend or girl
which form and are strengthened
friend this evening. Why? Simply
during the experience. In our
because he or she is romantically
present age of "sexual revolu
closest to your heart and there
tion," kissing has been devalued
fore is best suited to receive the
because it is viewed as a game, a
love you convey with your kiss.
sport or performance, a "play
Finally, why is there so much
time" of sorts, with no real seri
controversy being made over
ous meaning or consequence. But
kissing, at least where Christian
before I finish my mini-sermon, I
dating relationships are con
want to challenge the women of
tray.
cerned? Truth number fourth: the
Taylor to keep their kisses spe
The key issues brought up by this activity in something so simple and
kiss is a gift from God, a privi
cial, pure and meaningful. Be
seemingly
insignificant as this, are patience and grace. Usually the wait
lege, and one which has a great
particular with whom you share
in
line
is
only
a minute at most, yet cutting in line and stacking still
potential to be abused. As follow
them, and pray that they will
occurs.
We
realize
the roots of this activity are in the culture of today
ers of Christ, we must remember
never be casual. Most important
that
demands
speed
and efficiency. However, that is no excuse, for as
this truth in all of our romantic
ly, don't ever let kissing become
Christians
we
are
to
be in our culture but not of it.
encounters. I have learned to
a focus of your relationship; it
Other
examples
of
impatience also exist at our school. Every day in
view members of the opposite
only leads to lust.
our
classes
we
stare
at
the clocks watching the minutes go by until there
sex not only as my sisters in
I'll admit that I have made a lot
minutes
left
in
class.
To our surprise students throughout the class
is
five
Christ,
but
as
members
of
God's
of mistakes when it comes to
start
packing
up
their
gear
as
if class is over. This is very disrespectful to
creation,
His
divine
property
relationships. But I have learned
the
professors
and
demonstrates
a lack of patience. Waiting until the pro
property
which
is
some crucial les
fessor
has
finished
talking
will
not
hurt anyone. Nothing more important
holy,
sacred
and
sons as a result,
than
respect
for
our
teachers
will
happen
in that extra five minutes.
.
.
this
column
is
worthy
of
His
and inadvertently
Let's
take
a
look
at
the
fruits
of
the
Spirit
for just a second. The fruits
son's
sacrifice.
discovered what I concerned with lipof
the
Spirit
are
love,
joy,
peace,
patience
...
hold on! Patience should
And
as
a
man,
and
call some "funda
be one of the very products of our Christian lives. Not only is patience
action, and thafs the appointed
mental truths
not overflowing from this campus, it seems as if we must scrape the bar
in a rela
about the roman
what I'm going to leader
rel of our hearts to find any.
tionship, if God
tic touch"—kiss
How can we improve our attitudes on patience?
should bless and
talk about"
ing in (his case.
The simple virtues of grace and kindness can be utilized by waiting in
entrust me with a
How come
line and not putting in the extra burden on the D.C. workers. Recently in
member of His creation, I am to
nobody likes to kiss in front of
chapel
a speaker referred to the "magical fairies" that clean the dishes
love and respect her with every
their parents? Why is it so annoy
after
the
trays disappear in the abyss after being placed on the conveyor
thing that I am. If I should abuse
ing when your significant other
belt.
Well
folks, there ain't no fairies back there ... they are real people.
her, I have stolen from Him what
opens his/her eyes while kissing?
Another
way to improve our attitudes on patience is to show our pro
is not yet fully mine, and He will
Why docs everyone hate PDA?
fessors
the
respect and grace they deserve. By packing our bags early,
take her from me. The same prin
Well, besides the fact that the
we
are
telling
our professors that we don't care about what they have to
ciple applies for you women as
people complaining are most
say.
We
are
selfish
to the point of hurting their feelings and disrespecting
well. This truth I believe is per
likely single and therefore slight
the
knowledge
and
expertise that they can bring us.
haps the most important of all.
ly envious, we come to our first
An
attitude
of
grace
and patience starting with our actions in the com
In any case, kissing truly is a
set of fundamental truths. Truth
fortable
bubble
of
Taylor
will make our witness to the non-Christian
lot of fun (not the bad Cosmo
number one: with the exception
workers
and
our
professors
more full and true. Only after we change our
kind
of
fun!),
and
something
in
of a quick peck, kissing is really
lives
at
home
can
we
move
into the larger world that so needs the com
which
we
were
meant
to
find
joy.
something to be done in private.
passion
and
love
that
comes
from serving Christ.
As
long
as
it
is
an
activity
moti
Why ? Truth number two: because
—David B. Allison and Joshua D. Kuntz
vated
by
love,
it
can
add
much
to
kissing is a deep, intimate act in
a
relationship,
and
often
helps
to
which two people willingly open
I would just like
past several weeks. It means a
express what words cannot. Now
and expose themselves to one
great
deal to the men at Taylor
to
take
a
minute
must
excuse
me,
my
poor
you
another. Since actions speak
to
know
that we are supported
and
thank
all
of
the
neglected
lips
are
badly
in
need
louder than words, a kiss is meant
Taylor
women
who
by
the
women
at Taylor and are
of
some
chap-stick.
to be a physical demonstration of
committed
to
praying
during
the
serious
enough
to bring it before
love (or at least sincere affection)
Men's
Conference
this
past
the
Lord.
Your
prayers before,
—Mike Schueler
and trust. This is because a kiss,
well
as
over
the
during
and
after
the conference
weekend
as
by its very nature, involves sub
were
felt
and
continue
to be felt.
mission and vulnerability, which
I
hope
that
at
some
point the
Published weekly since 1913,
arc part of its beauty.
Taylor
women
would
be
able to
September through May, except
Have you ever noticed that lips
have
a
conference
similar
to the
for
exam
week,
January
and
seem to have definite predilec
school
holidays.
Guest
columns
one
the
men
had
this
past
week
tions for certain other sets of lips?
and letters do not necessarily
end, and if that happened I hope
Allow me to illustrate - despite
reflect the position of the editor or
and pray that the men of this
the fact that we're just friends,
Jessica Barnes
Editor of Taylor University. All letters,
campus would rally around and
Meg continues to be the object of
Kendra Lightfoot Assoc. Editor questions or comments may be
pray for that conference in the
my affection. And I'll have to
Mike Schueler
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same
manner that the women of
admit that my lips still prefer hers
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this
campus
did this past week
to any others. Which brings us to
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end.
fundamental truth number three:
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the magic of a kiss has something
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women
for committing to prayer
to do with the person we're kiss
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earnestly
wanting to see the
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Letters to the Editor
I, too, was dismayed to learn of the recent display of Confederate flags from vehicles pass
ing through campus. I sympathize with student concern for safety in a region of the country
that has been historically a hotbed of racism. My hope is that such displays will only serve
to strengthen student resolve to stick it out and to serve the Taylor community by voicing
the concerns of underrepresented groups. I hope to see a corresponding growth in the resolve of the
Taylor staff, faculty and administration to take a stand for righteousness in human relations. Surely this
is a part of our mission, to speak out on behalf of the oppressed (see Isaiah 10:1-2). By the way, I know
someone who, as a person with a physical disability, is in the minority almost everywhere she goes. As
with members of other underrepresented groups, this person, who happens to be my wife Chris, is forced
into the rol§ of representing the "handicapped." Throughout her life she has endured the looks and inap
propriate questions of people who gawk and wonder about the little "crippled girl." It was never her
choice to be a poster girl for polio survivors, but she is willing to "educate" by allowing children in the
Wal-Mart to approach her with questions about her wheelchair and by allowing old men in the parking
lot to watch her wheelchair lift operate. Of course, she would rather that people see her and not the chair,
but she figures the tradeoff is worth it: as people talk with her, some of their silly misconceptions are dis
pelled. Safety concerns are not unfamiliar to Chris. Imagine if you were unable to flee from an assailant
or escape from a burning building (have you noticed the signs next to the elevator? IN CASE OF FIRE
USE THE STAIRS. Right!). Inclusion (or lack of it) is an everyday concern as well: will the handi
capped parking space be violated? Will the restroom stalls in "handicapped accessible restrooms" be
large enough to get a wheelchair through and still close the door for privacy? Many individuals in the
Taylor community have shown themselves exceptionally supportive of my wife's situation. However, to
become a fully accessible community inviting to persons with disabilities we still have a ways to go. No
doubt, this is also the case with other underrepresented groups in our community.
—Bob Lay, Associate Professor of Christian Education
This past January, a missionary named John Enright spoke in chapel. His presentation
upheld a Christian life filled with holiness and power, but his theology was very distinctive.
(God's grace has always provided forgiveness of sins, therefore Jesus's death on the cross
was not a blood sacrifice to remove sins.) Last week, The Echo had a huge article about
Taylor Catholics which ends .with the statement, "Catholics are Christians, too." And two Mormon mis
sionaries visited my American Religious History class and stated, "We preach the same gospel of
Christ."
Notice that the above statements deal with the heart of the Christian faith and one's view of Jesus
Christ. They are not simple doctrinal disputes. They center around the question "What is a Christian?"
While I do not want to imply that all Catholics will go to Hell, all of the above seek to expand one's
view of the term 'Christian' to include an ever increasing variety of beliefs.
"For the time will come when men will not put up with sound doctrine... They will turn their ears
away from the truth and turn aside to myths." (2 Tim 4:3-4) .. some will abandon faith and follow
deceiving spirits and things taught by demons." (1 Tim. 3:1) " .. . there will be false teachers among
you. They will secretly introduce destructive heresies, even denying the sovereign Lord who bought
them . .. Many will follow their shameful ways and will bring the way of truth into disrepute .. . [they]
will exploit you with stories they have made up." (2 Peter 2:1-3) "Therefore, rebuke them sharply, so
that they will be sound in the faith and will pay no attention to Jewish myths or to the commands of
those who reject the truth . . . They claim to know God, but by their actions they deny him." (Titus 1:1316)
From the above passages, it becomes obvious that any false view of Jesus Christ or other doctrines
(such as works) is a very serious matter. Paul, Peter, Timothy, and Titus understood the truth clearly and
wasted no time eliminating corruption. If we do not know the truth today, how will we be able to recog
nize the false prophets mentioned above? Will we welcome them believing they are saved as well?
Certainly not!
Is John Enright a false prophet? I don't believe that he is, but what about most of the Popes, or Joseph
Smith, or Mary Baker Eddy, or the Jehovah's Witnesses. Ecumenism is a strong force in today's world,
but how far do we go? The more false teachings we allow, the more the truth is diluted.
If all the denominations and cults were a dart board, the truth would be the bull's-eye. While no
denomination can be right about every point of truth, the closer the dart to the bull's-eye, the more
opportunity one has to know the truth and be saved. The farther out from the bull's-eye, the more the
truth becomes obscured by false teachings, and the harder it is to hear Christ knocking upon the door to
the heart. People's souls are at stake. How sad it would be to lose a person simply because we did not
want to offend them.
—Adam Bennett

Kurt Brod beck, freshman
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'Christian' or
not a 'Christian'
but by the devil."
You're in
So, what are we really saying
the bathroom.
when we tell our friend that the
A truck-stop
bathroom.
kids in the truck-stop are "not
Two people
Christians?"
walk in. You
Language is powerful. It not
only conveys belief, but creates
not only
notice the
it, constructing our philosophies
and attitudes through the phrases
cigarette smoke, but the profani
and descriptions of-the-day.
ty hanging in the air.
A good look at our words can
After paying for the frapaccino
also give us some insight into
and regular-unleaded, you get
our intentions, into what we
back into the car with your
really mean.
friend (no road-trip takes place
That is why I believe it is not
without a friend), and then, care
only better to help people on
fully controlling the inflection of
their way to God, but also to
your voice, you say, "You
think and talk in
wouldn't
"Stamping passports a way that will
believe the
all of us to
words I heard
for heaven and hell help
Him.
come out of
is a job none of us
Stamping pass
two kids that
ports
for heaven
were in the
should feel comfort
and
hell
is a job
bathroom! I'm
able
doing."
none of us
glad to be done
should feel com
with that busi
fortable doing.
ness. Obviously not Christians."
Again, this is Lewis' cue: "A
Well said?
proud man is always looking
At Taylor we use the term
down on things and people: and,
"Christian" to indicate that
of course, as long as you are
someone is saved by the grace
looking down, you cannot see
of God manifested through Jesus
Christ.
something that is above you."
How's it going, or rather,
We also use it to give our
what's up?
—Jeremie Solak
"stamp of approval."
Likewise, we believe the
law
IE 1^^
phrase, "not a Christian,"
describes a person who has yet
to accept God as a truly loving,
Loiters to the Editor must be received
just and saving creator, and for
in our offices by 5 p.m. on Tuesday
and be 450 words or less in order to
whom we are earnestly con
be published in the coming Friday's
cerned—right?
issue. Letters must be signed for pub
Instead, I think we mean that
lication.
they are not like we are, that
You can write to us off campus
they are not as good.
at: The Echo, Taylor University
236 W. Readc Ave.,
That said, I'll let our wise and
Upland, IN 46989-1001
admonishing brother, C.S.
Or
on-campus
at:
Lewis, get a word in:
The Echo, Rupp
"Whenever we find that our reli
Communications Building
gious life is making us feel that
Or via e-mail at:
we are good—above all, that we
echo@tayloru.edu
are better than someone else—I
* The opinions expressed in letters to the
editor do not necessarily represent The
think we may be sure that we
Echo, its staff or Taylor University.
are being acted on, not by God,

to the aditoh

David Kauffman, junior

Jon Rayer, senior

"We spend too much time kicking
ourselves, but that's not the way to
get past sin. The only way is to have
a relationship with the Holy Spirit"

"It was the getting together with
friends and talking about the
issues brought up."

Alex Mounts, sophomore

Speak Out
Views from the
Village Border
What impacted you the most
from the men's weekend?

"I guess... the reality that we can't
change on our own. We need others
that can hold us accountable and
that we can be totally open with."

"Probably the number of guys
that were there and the joy they
expressed in worship."
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Track members excel at indoor Nationals
MEN'S TRACK
With eight personal records,
three national championships in
events and a third, place finish at
the
NAIA
National
Championships, the Taylor track
and field team rightly deserved
the praise from head coach Chris
Coy. He called it "the greatest
effort on the part of a group of
athletes with whom I have ever
been associated as a coach."
The Devaney Sports Center in
Lincoln, Nebraska was the site of
a gathering of over 1 (X) teams rep

resenting the United States and
Canada. "It was a high caliber
meet," emphasized Coy. "There
were many potential Olympic ath
letes competing for their respec
tive institution." The team came
in third (56 points), behind
Lindenwood (72) and California
Baptist (87).
The team members themselves
were amazed at their perform
ance. "We didn't expect to get
under 10:15. It was great. We did
better than we thought we
would,"
team member Tim
Kitonyi said. "All the kids per
formed better than we anticipat
ed," Coy added.

Kitonyi was part of the distance
medley, which broke its old
record of 10:28.05 with a 10:04.9.
The team also included Sam
Siratei and Darren Youngstrom.
Youngstrom was the national
champion in the 55- meter hurdles
and in the pentathlon. This was
not just another first place for
Youngstrom. "If you place in the
top six, you're an All-American,"
Coy stated.
Senior Steve Ercegovac also
claimed a national championship
title in the shot-put. He threw
60'1 3/4," beating his previous
best of 59' 10".
Both Gabe Rop and Joe
Cebulski grabbed national runnerup titles. Rop ran a time of
8:21.92 in the 3,000 meters, and

Cebulski earned 3,923 points in
the pentathalon. Both of these fin
ishes were best records for both
the athletes.
This season, Coy has high hopes
for the track and field team. "The
ultimate goal is to win a national
championship," Coy said. "We
are striving for excellence, utiliz
ing God's gift for us," he
expressed. The team's next meet
is March 13 at the IWU Polar
Bear Meet.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Huntington College ended the
Taylor women's basketball season
last Friday in the Mid-Central
Conference semi-final, bringing
its final record to 18-1.
Two players on the team were
selected to the MCC All-

Conference team, representing
one veteran and one first year
player. The honored members
were senior Tara Shellabarger and
freshman Carrie Fields, selected
to the second team. Fields was
also named Freshman of the Year.
Coach Tena Krause was
named Coach of the Year, pri
marily for turning what was
supposed to a rebuilding team
into a conference contender.

MEN'S ALL^ONFERENCE
111!
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Nick David- Second Team
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Riding, trotting and jumping

Eric Davis/ the Echo

Freshman Amanda Schaffer rides her horse ."Noodles," during
an equestrian team practice at JTL stables yesterday.

Pizza Special!
$8.99 Medium Edge Pizza
$ 11.99 Large Edge Pizza
with up to three toppings!
must present this coupon at time of purchase

NAIA National Track Championships
NATIONAL CHAMPIONS
Darren Youngstrom, 55 meter hurdles
Darren Youngstrom, Pentathlon
Steve Ercegovac, shot-put

7.29 sec.
3,956
60'1 3/4"

NATIONAL RUNNER-UPS
Gabriel Rop, 3000 meters
Joe Cebulski, Pentathlon

8:21.92 min.
3,923 pts.

ALL AMERICAN
Joe Cebulski, High Jump

6'9" jump

The words tack, trot, gallop,
jump and zone are not common
in popular American sports ter
minology.
They do, however, describe a
sport in which several Taylor
students are actively involved.
Although the equestrian team
may not be as well known as
other teams, it is still a recog
nized in intercollegiate competi
tion.
The Taylor equestrian team has
been competing in the IHSA, or
the Intercollegiate Horse Show
Association, shows for over ten
years under coach T.J. LeBlanc
of JTL Stables. The riders learn
and show Hunt Seat (an English
style of riding). Members of the
equestrian team, both male and
female, share a love for horses
and desire to increase their
knowledge and ability of riding.
According to its mission state
ment, the team members strive
to "glorify God through our rid
ing and to exemplify Jesus
Christ in our words, attitudes
and hard work."
Amy Simon, a member of this
year's team, states that it com
pares to other sports when it
comes to time commitment and
dedication. "It's just like going
to basketball practice," she
states. "It takes a lot of time to
groom the horse, tack (harness
the horse), and then finally prac
tice." Amanda Schaffer is posi
tive about her involvement on
the team. "It's fun, relaxing, yet
competitive. It's a great way to
get away from campus," she
said.
The Taylor equestrian team
competes in nine shows a year,
against such schools as Ball

State, Purdue, Butler and
Indiana University. There are
different levels of competition
including walk trot and jumping.
The winners are decided upon
by a point system, with the top
scorers moving on to regionals,
zone, and finally nationals. "It's
very precise," Schaffer stated.
"You learn a lot about specific
signals in competition."
Members of the team are not
required to have past riding
experience, but many members
have had related involvements
before joining the team.
Joel Siebersma, Kim Cronin
and Amy Simon each have had
previous riding experience. "I've
ridden western at home," Joel
Siebersma said. "I was looking

for something social to do that
wasn't everyday. . . I've really
learned a lot about English rid
ing."
"I•» have ridden horses since I
was eight years old," team
member Kim Cronin stated.
Most of the students use the
horses provided at JTL stables,
but Cronin "brought her own
horse to school."
Simon has had a passion for
horses throughout her youth and
has always had a dream of rid
ing. "I've lived on a farm all my
life. We had dairy cows but no
horses. Growing up I took les
sons, went to horse camps and
read horse books," she stated.
Simon is one of the team mem
bers who has earned the right to
compete at zone, which takes

YOU MAKE THE CALL

I

Congratulations Jesse Joyner! He won You
Make the Call this week by picking six
games correctly. You Make the Call
is fun and easy to play.
WHAT YC)U WIN: a FREE 8" one item
pizza courtesy of T.O.P.P.l.T.
HOW YOU WIN : Circle the teams
which you believe will win, and drop
your entry in the box at the Wengatz
desk or e-mail me at geoff_hoffmann
@tayloru.edu before NOON on
Saturday.
NBA Games:
Jesse
Nets® Knicks
Heat® Pacers
Wizards® Sixers
Celtics® Raptors
LA Lakers® Jazz
Spurs® Nugets
Mavericks® Kings
Rockets ©Blazers
TIE BREAKER:
T-Wolves® Sonics (score)

Joyner

'winners ineligible for 3 weeks

